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Abstract: Business process models help to visualize processes of an organization. In enterprises,
these processes are often specified in internal regulations, resolutions or other law acts of a company.
Such descriptions, like task lists, have mostly form of enumerated lists or spreadsheets. In this paper,
we present a mapping of process model elements into a spreadsheet representation. As a process
model can be represented in various notations, this can be seen as an interoperability solution
for process knowledge interchange between different representations. In presenting the details
of the solution, we focus on the popular BPMN representation, which is a de facto standard
for business process modeling. We present a method how to generate a BPMN process model
from a spreadsheet-based representation. In contrast to the other existing approaches concerning
spreadsheets, our method does not require explicit specification of gateways in the spreadsheet,
but it takes advantage of nested list form. Such a spreadsheet can be created either manually or
merged from the task list specifications provided by users.

Keywords: business process management; BPMN; process modeling; spreadsheets

1. Introduction

Process models are commonly used by organizations to depict the workflow of the company,
especially to specify alternative flows of tasks and events. Such aspects are often specified using
textual description in internal regulations, resolutions or other companies law acts. Such descriptions
consist of the specification of steps taken to achieve the specific goal. These steps can be easily specified
using a spreadsheet or an enumerated list (an ordered list of steps can be almost directly transformed
into a spreadsheet format). Business process management can be considered as a part of knowledge
management [1]. In process management, identification of business processes is a time consuming
task. According to the studies [2], up to 60% of the time spent on process management projects can be
consumed by the acquisition of process models, which mostly is done manually by process designers or
business analytics. In some cases, where there is a process description or some specification available,
it can be easier to model such a process. Thus, generating or transforming the existing representation
to models can shorten this time.

A process model may be obtained from natural language description [2–7]. In some cases,
a structured textual description, such as Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules
(SBVR), can be used to obtain the process model [8,9]. However, in comparison with natural
language description, over 60% of experienced BPMN modelers find creating process models easier if
a specification is facilitated with rule-mapped text [10]. Thus, preprocessing is a key issue in using
the existing specification. The representation in natural language (based on some documents such as
standards, ISO documents, user instructions or manuals) after processing can include inconsistencies.
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Especially, some documents may provide incomplete or contradictory pieces of information that may
lead to the incapability of generating a correct model. Although there are some solutions for this,
e.g., semantization of processes [11], using e.g., semantic unification [12].

In this paper, we present a method of generating graphical process models from spreadsheet-based
representation. It extends our previous research discussed during the knowledge acquisition
workshop [13]. The original contribution is the specification of creating the spreadsheet with ordered
list and its transformation into a process model. Moreover, we provide the mapping between the
spreadsheet-based representation and various business process representations. Such a spreadsheet
can be created either manually or merged from the task list specifications provided by users. It also
can be generated from semi-formal or informal documents [14]. Our spreadsheet-based process
representation supports all basic BPMN elements which covers the most commonly used elements of
BPMN diagram [15].

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the current research
directions in terms of generating process models from various knowledge representations, focusing
on the approaches to business process modeling using spreadsheets. In Section 3, we give a detailed
specification of our spreadsheet representation for a business process model. The overview of the
proposed approach is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents a mapping between spreadsheet
process representations and corresponding process model structures in other notations, focusing
mostly on BPMN. Moreover, it presents the details of the procedure of generating BPMN process
models based on a spreadsheet. Section 6 provides the evaluation of our approach. It compares it with
other interchange solutions as well as shows a case study example. The summary of the paper is given
in Section 7.

2. Background and Related Works

In the field of transforming some kind of process description into a process model, there are
various research directions. In the following section, we briefly overview of these solutions.

One of the existing methods is generating processes from text description. Such description
can be provided in natural language [2] or in structured language. A part of the SBVR standard
is SBVR Structured English [16]. There are methods of tranforming SBVR business rules into UML
activity diagrams [17] (which are similar to BPMN models) or BPMN [9,18]. Some papers consider
the extended versions of SBVR, like SBPVR (Semantics of Business Process Vocabulary and Process
Rules) [19] or sSBVRMM (simplified SBVR metamodel) [20].

The methods based on the natural language description have to be supported by some Natural
Language Processing (NLP) system and as of today, practical applications of such methods constitutes
a complex issue. In turn, translation from other representations requires models in designed using
these representations, what faces practical difficulties as such models often do not exist.

Another method which provides good quality models is translation from other representation.
An example of transformation approach is mapping of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) use
case diagrams into process models [21,22]. UML activity diagrams can be also represented in form
of logical expressions [23]. Thus, a mapping between workflow patterns and formal specification
is possible. Although its purpose is mainly to extract logical specification from the process model,
the set of mapping rules allows to generate a model based on a logical expression that defines relations
between activities.

The broad family of process model generation methods is process discovery. This is one of the
process mining techniques [24], which mostly do not require any human activity. Such techniques
consist in analyzing event logs from the system and extracting process structure from logs.
There are many existing algorithms, mostly implemented using the ProM process mining toolkit
(See: http://www.processmining.org/). It is important to noting that process mining discovers
process models as they are in reality. Thus, if the process in reality is different than the reference
model or specification, the process discovery techniques will not be able to discover a correct

http://www.processmining.org/
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model. Most process mining algorithms discover Petri nets or some other simple representations.
However, nowadays, with the development of algorithms and tools, there are also algorithms to mine
BPMN models directly [25].

The most similar approach to ours was presented by Krumnow and Decker in [26,27]. The authors
presented three approaches for business process modeling using spreadsheets characterized by
different levels of complexity:

1. Simple approach—this solution concerns simple processes modeled only using sequences
of activities.

2. Branching approach—concerns not only sequences, but also more complex flow structures. It uses
such elements like successors in order to represent complex control flow, as well as gateways
and events. For specifying the condition, the “Description” column is used. In the case of
several successors, this can be realized by using a comma-separated string of row numbers as
property value.

3. More Properties approach—it extends the branching approach with additional properties specified
explicitly like the assigned roles, input documents, etc. Moreover, this approach allows for adding
customized properties as new columns to the spreadsheet. However, they will not be presented
in the model.

An example of transforming a spreadsheet to a process model according to the Branching approach
from [26] is presented in Table 1 and the corresponding process model in Figure 1. Rows of the table
represent model flow objects. Cells describe the properties of these objects (empty cell means that
a particular property is not defined).

As it can be noticed, the second and third approaches require from the user some kind of familiarity
with business process modeling notation. According to these approaches, the user has to specified such
elements like gateways or successors. What is more, the More Properties approach is so complex that
its efficiency gain is not worth the complexity that has to be taken into consideration when designing
the spreadsheet. Thus, the second approach can be considered as most efficient and useful.

Table 1. An example of a spreadsheet-based process model from [26].

1. Name Description Input Output Assignee Firm IT
System Successor (..)

2. Receive Order

3.
Pack ordered

goods Order Package
Case Doc Storage D Myshop ERP

4. XOR Is amount
> 25 e 5, 6

5.
Add vouchers

to package

Order,
Package
Case Doc

Archived
State Shipment D Myshop ERP 6

6. Ship Package Package
Case Doc

Package
Case Doc Shipment D Myshop DHL

Support

The main advantage of this approach is the clear overview of the represented workflow and as
a consequence, facility to transform such a representation into a BPMN model. However, declaring flow
objects or their relations explicitly, requires from the user a certain level of familiarity with business
process modeling notations. In order to overcome this issue and make the spreadsheet representation
more accessible for business users, we discussed the sketch of our approach in [13].

The detailed description of the approach is presented in the following section. Our approach
solves the problem of familiarity with business process modeling notation. It consists in dividing the
business process into phases and declaring branching flows implicitly, by indicating the appropriate
phase number. A correct spreadsheet-based representation can be then used to generate a business
process model.
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Figure 1. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 1 (based on [26]).

3. Spreadsheet Representation of a Business Process

To clarify the understanding of what a business process is and how it can reflect the real-life
workflows, Dumas et al. [28] identified common ingredients for business processes:

• activities—units of work performed manually or as an automated service, an atomic activity that
cannot be divided is called a task,

• events—circumstances that happen without measurable duration,
• decision points—situation when a decision is made which affects the execution of the process,
• actors—process participants, seen as people, organization or software systems,
• physical objects—equipment, materials or documents,
• immaterial objects—electronic data, people’s knowledge,
• outcomes—final products or services, as well as negative outcomes e.g., refusals or error messages,
• customer—internal or external recipient of the outcome.

Table 2 describes how the different process ingredients are represented in the mentioned notations.
The summary was based on [29–31]. The results of the comparative analysis show that, within the
selected languages, only BPMN and UML Activity Diagrams can satisfy the requirement to represent all
common process ingredients. However, according to the detailed comparison of UML and BPMN [32],
BPMN process models can cover a larger number of business cases, including not only the process
itself, but also specifications of the analyzed system in terms of its requirements and implementation.

Activities executed within a business process can be easily represented as an enumerated list in
a tabular form. Such forms can be then saved as spreadsheet files. Taking into account the fact that
spreadsheet editors are a popular means of storing and processing information in companies, they are
also used for process modeling.

In the proposed solution, a business process is represented by a spreadsheet table, where rows
correspond to tasks (or phases). Columns contain properties of the selected phase. Task and
condition names should start with a capital letter, while all instructions are written in lowercase.
Following column types are used:

• Order—the number of the corresponding phase (starting from one). If two or more tasks are
performed in parallel or alternatively, we use letters to distinguish different branches, e.g., “2b”,
“3a” etc. If a phase follows a logical gateway, its naming pattern is: NxM where N is the natural
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number of the phase, x is a lowercase letter (a–z) representing the current branch and M is the
natural number of the phase in this branch. If the branch contains only one activity, the letter
M does not need to be included. In case when the process includes nested gateways, the names
of its sub-phases are defined by extending the main phase number with the appropriate branch
and sub-phase.

• Activity—name of the performed action or instruction. For example, if there is a need for a loop or
skipping the phase, this field should be filled with a “goto” statement and number of the desired
phase, e.g., “goto 7”.

• Condition—a condition needed to perform the selected action. If the task executes every time
this field should be left empty. In order to implement a XOR-gateway this field should be filled
with an appropriate condition and the word “else” for the other task performed in the same phase.
In order to implement an OR-gateway the fields mentioned before should be filled with two
separate conditions. This column is also used when events are triggered under certain conditions,
e.g., after a determined amount of time.

• Who—a department or person that executes the task. This field corresponds to a swimlane.
• Input—data objects required by the corresponding activity as its input.
• Output—data objects generated by the corresponding activity as its output.

Table 2. Business process ingredients represented by different modeling notations.

Ingredient BPMN Petri Nets EPC UML AD YAWL Spreadsheet

Activities Activities Transitions Functions Activities Tasks Activity

Events Events N/A Events Send/Receive N/A Activity
Signals

Decision OR/XOR Alternative Connectors Decision OR/XOR Condition
Points Gateways Paths Nodes Tasks

Actors Swimlanes N/A Organization Partitions N/A Who
N/A Units

Objects Artifacts N/A Information Object N/A Input/Output
Resources Nodes

Outcomes End Events Final Marking Final Events End Nodes Output Activity
Condition

Customer Pool N/A N/A Partitions N/A N/A

4. Approach Overview

Our approach consists in generating business process models from spreadsheet-based
representation. It is based on our preliminary workshop proposal presenting the method principles [13].
The context of the approach is presented in Figure 2. Our method consists of the following steps:

1. Task acquisition—set of tasks can be represented in the form of a task list or acquired from the
natural language description.

2. Creating a spreadsheet with a task list—storing the tasks in the required spreadsheet-based
representation:

(a) manual spreadsheet extraction from structured task specification,
(b) automated spreadsheet extraction from process description in natural language [14].

3. Transformation into a BPMN process model:

(a) for an ordered list of tasks—using rules for mapping spreadsheet representation into
a process model,
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(b) for an unordered list of tasks—using model composition (e.g., using CSP solver and
process mining methods [33]).

Spreadsheet with  
a task list

task spec.

transformation 
rules

CSP solver

ordered
tasks

Task acquisition

Task A Task B

Task C

Task D

Task E

Process Model

Process Miner

Workflow log:
ABCE
ABDE
...

process 
description 
in natural 
language

unordered
tasks

manual
extraction

automated
extraction

Figure 2. Overview of the spreadsheet-based approach and its place in the context of process modeling.

As a result, a process model is generated. The original contribution of this paper is the specification
of creating the spreadsheet with ordered list and its transformation into a process model (i.e., steps 2
and 3a, highlighted in red in Figure 2).

In our solution, a business process can be described using one of the spreadsheet applications
like MS Excel, Google Docs or OpenOffice Calc. Such a spreadsheet can be created either manually or
merged from the task list specifications provided by users. It also can be generated from semi-formal or
informal documents. Such solution was presented in [14], where this spreadsheet-based representation
was used as an intermediate model when generating business process models.

Based on a CSV (Comma-Separated Values) file, which is a common representation of spreadsheet,
of the model exported from the application, a graphical process model in BPMN can be generated
according to the specified transformation rules. This requires an ordered list of tasks, which syntax
is described in this paper. However, in the case of unordered list, it is also possible to solve the
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problem using constraint programming and some process construction or discovery methods [33,34].
Our spreadsheet-based process representation supports all basic BPMN elements. The subset of
supported BPMN elements covers the most commonly used elements of BPMN diagram [15].

Although there are approaches providing the spreadsheet based representation for a process
model [26,27], the method presented in this paper takes advantage of a nested list form and does not
require explicit specification of gateways in the spreadsheet. Thus, a business user who defines tasks
does not have to be skilled in process modeling in any business process notation.

5. Mapping a Spreadsheet with a BPMN Model

The translation method presented in this section transforms a spreadsheet-based representation
into a BPMN 2.0 model. In the following subsections, we describe the requirements and assumptions
that have been taken into account during method development. This includes the supported
representation, as well as the detailed description of transformations to be performed.

5.1. Requirements

In order to make the solution widely applicable and simple to use, some assumptions were made.
The following requirements need to be considered while providing a spreadsheet-based representation
of a business process model:

• Users should be able to create a process model using one of the widely available spreadsheet
applications (e.g., MS Excel, Google Docs, OpenOffice Calc).

• A graphical model should be created based on a CSV file (an exported spreadsheet).
• Only one pool is considered and the term "Who" is used instead of swimlane to distinguish

different task performers.
• Logical gates are eliminated from the model. A process should be described as a set of phases.

If two or more tasks are executed in the same phase, it means that they are parallel or connected
by an alternative (OR/XOR). The relationship between tasks is determined by a condition
stored in a separate column (no condition—AND, different conditions—OR, conditions and
“else” statement—XOR). Table 3 shows how logical gates can be represented.

• Loops are represented by “goto” rows, which link one phase to another.

Table 3. Simple example of a XOR-gateway implementation.

Order Activity Condition (..)

4a Send Ticket Payment registered
4b goto 6 else
5 ... ...
6 ... ...

5.2. Supported Process Elements and Their Spreadsheet Model

The proposed approach supports the following process elements: start events, intermediate
events, end events, tasks, logical gateways, swimlanes and data objects. These individual elements
together with their spreadsheet model representation have been described in the subsections below
and listed in Table 4.

5.2.1. Start Events

In the proposed model an assumption is made, that a business process starts in one specified
moment, which is the so called “zero phase”. Table 5 presents examples of various start events.
For different types of start events, the Activity field can denote the type while the Condition field
describes the specific condition for the particular type of event.
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Table 4. A concise overview of elements that can be modeled within the proposed solution.

Element Type Our Approach Additional Comment

Task yes no task types
Events yes

AND, OR and XOR Gateway yes
Pool, Lane partially only one pool considered

Data Object yes
Sequence Flow yes
Message Flow no

Table 5. Start event examples.

Spreadsheet Representation

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 [start]

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 start when message received Order received

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 start at time 7 AM

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 start when error Bad credit

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 start with signal Policy changed

BPMN Elements

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

In the case of general start event (without a specific type), the Activity field can be empty, and zero
in the Order column denotes the starting point. In BPMN, this is represented by None Start Event.
In other notations such a start event is represented just using an event at the beginning of the process.
The overview of simple start and end events (without types of events) in various notations is presented
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Start and end events (without a specific type) in various process representations: (a) BPMN,
(b) EPC, (c) YAWL, (d) UML AD, (e) Petri Nets.
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5.2.2. Intermediate Events

In the case of intermediate events, the “Activity” field should contain the name of the appropriate
event which starts with the lower case letter. Table 6 presents selected intermediate events and their
spreadsheet representation. As the specific types of intermediate events are available only in BPMN
and UML AD, we omit EPC, YAWL and Petri net representations. An intermediate event (without type)
can be represented using an event in EPC or place in Petri net, which are represented in the same way
as start or end events.

Table 6. Intermediate event examples.

Spreadsheet Representation

Order Activity Condition (...)
2 receiving message Order received

Order Activity Condition (...)
2 sending message Order sent

Order Activity Condition (...)
2 waiting 2 hours

Order Activity Condition (...)
2 receiving signal Policy changed

Order Activity Condition (...)
2 sending signal Policy changed

BPMN Elements

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

UML AD Elements

As boundary intermediate events exist only in the BPMN notation and are not the leading notation
elements, we provide only a proposal of their spreadsheet representation. They can be represented
simply just using the same number of process phase in the “Order” column, as presented in Table 7.
As our goal is to provide a simple representation for process elements, which will be understandable
for average business user, this is only a proposal not representing the full specification of the event
(e.g., interrupting/non-interrupting issues).

Table 7. Boundary intermediate event.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Structure

Order Activity Condition (...)
... ...
2 Task 1
2 waiting 2 hours
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n D
ep

ar
tm

en
t B

Task 1

D
ep

ar
tm

en
t A

Task 2

Task 1

2 hours

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition
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5.2.3. End Events

For the end events the “Activity” field should contain the name of the appropriate end event. If this
is just an end of the process without any particular type, it should be the last activity and can remain
blank. Table 8 presents examples of various types of end events and their spreadsheet representation.

Table 8. End event examples.

Spreadsheet Representation

Order Activity Condition (...)
99 [end]

Order Activity Condition (...)
99 end with sending message Order sent

Order Activity Condition (...)
99 end with error Bad credit

Order Activity Condition (...)
99 end with signal Policy changed

Order Activity Condition (...)
99 terminate

BPMN Elements

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

5.2.4. Tasks

The name of a task is stored in the “Activity” column and should start with a capital letter. To skip
a phase or go back to a previous phase it is possible to use the “goto” statement in the activity field.

5.2.5. Parallel-, Exclusive- and Inclusive-Gateways

Gateways are represented by alternative branches in the sequence (phase) flow. A phase preceded
by a logical gateway is named as follows: NxM, where N is the (natural) number of the phase in the
main process branch, x is a letter (a–z) corresponding to the alternative branch and M is the number of
the phase in the selected branch. If the branch contains only one task M can be omitted. We assume
that the branching is always ended by the same type of gateway that started it. It may be perceived as
a limitation, but in fact it prevents model inconsistency.

The representation of a simple AND-gateway was presented in Table 9.
In order to implement a XOR-gateway the field “Condition” should be filled with an appropriate

condition and with the word “else” for the other task performed in the same phase, but in another
branch. An example of a simple XOR-gateway was presented in Table 10.

In order to implement an OR-gateway the fields mentioned before should be filled with
two separate conditions. An example of a simple OR-gateway was presented in Table 11.

A spreadsheet representation of multiple gateways was presented in Table 12.
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Table 9. AND-gateway example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Element

Order Activity Condition (...)
... ...
2a1 Task 1
2a2 Task 2
2b Task 3
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3
condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

EPC Representation YAWL RepresentationEPC elements

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1cond. 1
fulfilled

cond. 2
fulfilled

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 4

Task 2

Task 6

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 1start

Task 3

Task 5

end

event

UML AD Representation Petri Net Representation

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Petri nets

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Table 10. XOR-gateway example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Element

Order Activity Condition (...)
... ...
2a Task 1 condition
2b1 Task 2 else
2b2 Task 3
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3
condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

EPC Representation YAWL Representation

EPC elements

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1cond. 1
fulfilled

cond. 2
fulfilled

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 4

Task 2

Task 6

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 1start

Task 3

Task 5

end

event

UML AD Representation Petri Net Representation

[condition]

[else]

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Petri nets

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3
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Table 11. OR-gateway example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Element

Order Activity Condition (...)
... ...
2a Task 1 cond. 1
2b Task 2 cond. 2
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3
condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

EPC Representation YAWL Representation

EPC elements

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1cond. 1
fulfilled

cond. 2
fulfilled

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 4

Task 2

Task 6

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 1start

Task 3

Task 5

end

event

UML AD Representation Petri Net Representation

[cond. 1]

[cond. 2]

Task 1

Task 2

Petri nets

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

5.2.6. Loops in the Process

Although a loop in a process model is not an element, but usually a structure of part of the process
logic (In BPMN, a loop in a task or subprocess can be also represented using a loop marker. In such
a case, it is not explicitly modeled using control flow.) we consider it similarly to gateway structures as
one of the basic building block of a process model. Thus, in Table 13, we present a mapping between
the loop structure representations.

5.2.7. Pools/Lanes

Different swimlanes present in a BPMN model are represented using fields in the column “Who”
which contains the name of the appropriate department or the business entity that executes the
corresponding tasks. An example of such model representation, which is the same in BPMN as in
UML AD, is presented in Table 14.
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Table 12. Multiple (nested) gateways example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Representation

Order Activity Condition (...)
0 (start)
1 Task 1
2a1 Task 2 condition
2a2 Task 3
2b1a Task 4 else
2b1b Task 5 else
2b2 Task 6
3 (end)

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3
condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

EPC Representation YAWL Representation

EPC elements

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1cond. 1
fulfilled

cond. 2
fulfilled

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 4

Task 2

Task 6

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 1start

Task 3

Task 5

end

eventUML AD Representation Petri Net Representation

Task 4

Task 5

condition
yes

no

Task 2 Task 3Task 1

Task 6

Petri nets

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Table 13. Loop structure example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Element

Order Activity Condition (...)
... ...
2 Task 1
3 Task 2
4 goto 2 condition
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

EPC Representation YAWL Representation

EPC elements

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1cond. 1
fulfilled

cond. 2
fulfilled

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 4

Task 2

Task 6

condition
fulfilled

condition
not fulfilled

Task 1start

Task 3

Task 5

end

event

Task 1 Task 2

UML AD Representation Petri Net Representation

[condition]

Task 1 Task 2

Petri nets

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2 Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2
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Table 14. Swimlanes example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN/UML AD Representation

Order Activity (...) Who (...)
... ...
2 Task 1 Department B
3 Task 2 Department A
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n D
ep

ar
tm

en
t B

Task 1

D
ep

ar
tm

en
t A

Task 2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

5.2.8. Data Objects

There is possibility of representing data objects in process model in proposed approach. Table 15
presents the spreadsheet representation of input and output object.

Table 15. Data object example.

Spreadsheet Representation BPMN Representation

Order Activity Input Output (...)
... ...
2 Task 1 obj1
3 Task 2 obj2
... ...

BPMN elements

Order
received

7 AM Bad credit Policy
changed

Order
received

Order
sent

2 hours Policy
changed

Policy
changed

Order
sent

Bad credit Policy
changed

Task 2 Task 3

Task 1

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 3

Task 1 Task 2

Task 1 Task 2

obj1 obj2

condition

condition

cond. 1

cond. 2

condition

5.3. Transformation Procedure

As it has been already mentioned before, the purpose of providing a spreadsheet-based
representation of business processes is to facilitate process modeling for people who are unfamiliar
with existing languages and notations. Therefore, an automated transformation of the exported
spreadsheet into a BPMN diagram is a significant feature. The proposed algorithm uses a CSV file
as input and generates a business process graph, which can be then mapped with a BPMN 2.0 XML
file. The tabular representation of the business process is imported as an array of structures, where
each row is a collection of elements which correspond to column names. An example transformation
algorithm, which does not include model validation, is presented in Algorithm 1.

In order to simplify the structure of the represented algorithm (see Algorithm 1), several
sub-procedures were used. Their meaning and usage is explained in the following points:

1. getPhase(order)—Retrieve the phase based on the current activity order without considering the
current branch. The result of this function is a vector of natural numbers, the length of which
corresponds to the branching depth. For example, in case of nested gateways as shown in Table 12,
the phase vector for Task 1 will be equal to [1 0 0], while for Task 4 it will be [2 1 1].

2. Graph.addVertex(uid, phase, name, type)—Insert an isolated vertex into the process graph,
identifiable by its alphanumeric Order.

3. Graph.connect(vertex1, vertex2, wv)—Create a directed edge between vertex1 and vertex2 with
weight vector wv.

4. precedence(vertex1, vertex2)—Determine the precedence relation between two activities.
This function returns a Boolean value which is true if the difference of the corresponding phase
vectors is negative.

5. Graph. f ilterEdges(edgeSet)—Select the set of edges with the lowest non-zero weight vectors and
keep them in the graph. Remove from GP all the remaining edges, unless the removal isolates
one of the graph vertices.

6. Graph.createSplitGatewayStructure/createMergeGatewayStructure(vertex)—Identify parallel
relations by grouping neighbour vertices in the same phase. If activities in a group have no or the
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same conditions, then connect them with a parallel gateway. If among the conditions there is
a keyword “else” then use an exclusive gateway. Otherwise connect the group of vertices with
an inclusive (OR) gateway.

Algorithm 1: Generating a business process graph based on a spreadsheet description.
Input: Spreadsheet table Rows
Output: Business process graph GP
GP := new Graph();

. Add vertices to GP
foreach element r in Rows do

int[] phase = getPhase(r.Order);
if indexOf(r) == 0 then

GP.addVertex(r.Order, phase, r.Activity, type := "Start Event");
else if r.Terminated == "yes" then

GP.addVertex(r.Order, phase, r.Activity, type := "End Event");
else

GP.addVertex(r.Order, phase, r.Activity, type := "Task");
end

end
. Create connections between related activities

foreach vertex v1, v2 in GP where v1 != v2 do
if precedence(v1,v2) then

GP.connect(v1,v2, v1.phase - v2.phase);
end

. Remove “goto tasks” and unnecessary connections
foreach vertex v0 in GP do

outEdges := v0.getOutEdges();
if v0.Activity.startsWith("goto") then

GP.connect(GP.getPredecessors(v0), getVertex(v0.Activity.subString("goto "),0);
GP.remove(v0);

else
GP.filterEdges(outEdges);

end
end

. Add gateways to the model
foreach vertex v0 in GP do

if v0.getSuccessors().count() > 1 then
GP.createSplitGatewayStructure(v0);

else if v0.getPredecessors().count() > 1 then
GP.createMergeGatewayStructure(v0);

end

6. Evaluation

For evaluation of our solution, we compared it to the current interchange standards for business
process representation (Section 6.1). Moreover, we provided case study examples depicting how to use
the proposed approach (Section 6.2).
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6.1. Interchange Solution

Currently, there are several interchange formats between different Business Process Modelling
(BPM) techniques. Most are based on XML and have different properties [35]. The below summary
presents an overview of the commonly used formats:

• BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language) also known as BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language) is an OASIS standard executable language using web services for specifying actions
within business processes. It is referred to as an interchange format only via an XML Schema [36].

• BPML (Business Process Modeling Language is an language for business process modeling based
on XML [37].

• BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) offers two XML formats for storing BPMN
processes: a format defined using XML Schema Definition (XSD) and a format defined using XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) [38].

• BPSS (Business Process Specification Schema) includes a metamodel and XML Schema for
Web Service choreography. It works on ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup
Language) [39].

• EPML (Event-Driven Process Chain Markup Language) is XML-based interchange format for
event-driven process chains [40]. OWL-S (OWL-Services) is an ontology of services represented in
OWL (Ontology Web Language) and builds on an (input-output-preconditions-effects) quadruple
to describe services [41].

• PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) is an XML interchange format for Petri net models and
for High-level Petri nets in particular. The PNML is currently under the final ballot as ISO/IEC
Standard 15909-2 [42,43]. UML 2 Activity Diagram (Activity Diagrams of Unified Modeling
Language can be exchanged using XMI [44].

• WSCDL (W3C’s Web Service Choreography Description Language) is a choreography language
that describes peer-to-peer collaborations of participants by defining their common and
complementary observable behaviors from a global viewpoint [45].

• WSCI (W3C’s Web Service Choreography Interface) is focused on the choreography of Web
services and provides a set of extensions to WSDL in order to describe process behavior of
message exchanges [46].

• WSCL (Web Service Conversation Language) allows defining the abstract interfaces of web
services, i.e., the business level conversations or public processes supported by a web service and
specifies the XML documents being exchanged [47].

• WSFL (Web Services Flow Language) is an XML language, provided by IMB, for the description
of Web Services compositions where control flow is modelled via directed Graphs [48].

• XLANG (Web Services for Business Process Design) provided by Microsoft, is a block-structured
language which a strict nesting of control flow blocks is used to structure business processes [49,50].

• XPDL (XML Process Definition Language is a format standardized by the Workflow Management
Coalition to interchange business process definitions between different modeling tools, BPM suites,
workflow engines and other software applications [51].

The spreadsheet is compared with other BPM interchange formats in Table 16. Our goal in
this comparison is to show the place of spreadsheet-based representation in supporting common
process elements. Plus and minus signs denote if a particular structure or element is supported
(or not) by the interchange formats mentioned above. As one can observe, some interchange formats
support more elements, constructs or objects. However, these representation often require from user
much knowledge about the process modeling and the particular notation. Moreover, each of these
solutions has some limitations, e.g., BPEL4WS supports block-structured constructs, so the translation
of unstructured acyclic fragments of process models to BPEL4WS is a very complex task and such
a model can be illegible.
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Table 16. A comparison of spreadsheet with BPM Interchange Formats (based on [35]).

BPEL4WS BPML BPMN BPSS EPML OWL-S PNML UML Act.D. WS-CDL WSCI WSCL WSFL XLANG XPDL Spreadsheet

Task + + + + - + - + + + + + + + +
Task Input/Output + + + + - + - + + + + + + + +

Task Address + + + - - + - - + + + + + + -
Quality Attributes - - - + - + - - - - - + - - -

Protocol + - + - - + - - + + + + + - -
Control Flow + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Data Handling + + + - - - - + + - - + - + +
Instance Identity + + - - - - - - - + - + + - -

Roles + + + + - + - + + + - + + + +
Events + + + - + - - - - - - + + + +

Exceptions + + + + - - - + + + - + + + +
Transactions + + + + - - - - + + - - + - -

Graphic Position - - + - + - + + - - - - - - -
Statistical Data - - - - - - - - - - - - - + -
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6.2. Case Studies

For the evaluation of our method, we present an example of the “Bank account opening” business
process. Table 17 shows the spreadsheet describing the process. The corresponding diagram is
presented in Figure 4.

Table 17. Bank account opening.

Order Activity Condition Who

0 Bank

1 Get Customer Coordinates

2a1 Retrieve Customer Information Actual customer

2a2 Analyze Customer Relation

2b Build Customer Profile else

3 Identify Customer Account Selection

4 Select Account Type

5a Register Deposit Deposit when opening

5b goto 6 else

6 Prepare Account
Opening Document

7a Record
Customer Information

7b Propose Account Opening

7c1 Schedule Status Review

7c2a Review Account Status

7c2b Confirm Customer Identifier

8 Open Banking Account

9

One can noticed that our approach supports fewer elements than such complex approaches as
Branching or More Properties approaches. However, the other approaches support the elements in
a straightforward way, requiring the deeper knowledge of business process elements, even in the case
of such simple structures like gateways.

Moreover, there are several points, in which our approach has the advantage over the
existing approaches:

• We do not use explicit notion of XOR/OR/AND gateways, thus the user does not have to think
about the kind of flow branching. Instead, in our model it is modeled in the implicit way.

• For describing the condition, we use the “condition” column, what is more clear than using the
“description” field.

• We do not use the notion of “Successor” as it does not always show clearly the flow in the
spreadsheet representation. Thus, in our opinion, a well-known jump statement “goto” (one-way
control flow transfer), existing in many computer programming languages, in this particular
usage performs better, as it is clearly visible in the Activity field.
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Figure 4. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 17.

Although we do not consider data flow in our model, it is possible to add this kind of perspective
in the exactly the same way, as it was proposed in [26]—by adding two new columns: Input and
Output column (as presented in Table 1).

To illustrate the idea of spreadsheet representation and its interoperability, a sample model of
tramway departure process was selected. The BPMN model of this process is shown in Figure 5, while
Figures 6–9 illustrate this process in different modeling notations, namely: EPC, Petri net, UML AD
and YAWL. The goal of this process is the preparation of a tramway car to leave the storage yard in the
morning. In the workflow, there are two organizational participants: the Depot which is responsible
for storing and servicing the rolling stock and the Traffic Department which controls and manages
the daily operations, as well as the human actor, represented by the driver. The desired outcome
of the process is the successful departure of the car from the depot which results in starting regular
service with passengers. Based on the departure time taken from the schedule, the Traffic Department
prepares and prints the Traffic Card which serves as the main document for the driver. In the next step,
two parallel chains of activities are executed. The Depot prepares the car for the daily service while the
Traffic Department awaits the driver. If the driver does not arrive, a next employee is called to come.
Then, the driver is tested fot alcohol level in the exhaled air. If alcohol is detected, a new driver is called
and the testing procedure is repeated. Finally, when the tramway car is ready for departure and the
driver is authorized to work, the car can be taken by the driver from the outbound track. The process
ends when the Traffic Department registers the departure in their systems.
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Figure 5. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 18.

Table 18. Tramway Dispatching.

Order Activity Condition Who Input Output

0 start at time Scheduled Departure Traffic Department

1 Print Traffic Card Traffic card

2a1 Take Car from Stock Depot

2a2 Wash Car

2a3 Place Car on Track

2b1 Await Driver Traffic Department

2b2a goto 2b3 Driver arrived

2b2b Call for Driver else

2b3 Check Alcohol Level

2b4a Authorize Driver Alcohol level OK

2b4b goto 2b2b else

3 Take Car from Track Driver Traffic card

4 Register Departure Traffic Department

5 end Registered Departure

Table 19 presents the overall comparison of our approach to the existing approaches in in terms of
supported elements by these solutions.

Table 19. Comparison to the existing spreadsheet-based approaches (introduced in [26,27]) in terms of
supporting various business process constructs.

Element Type Simple Approach Branching Approach More Properties Approach Our Approach

Task l l l l

Events m l l l

AND, OR and XOR Gateways m l l l

Pool, Lane m wm wm wm

Data Object m wm l l

Sequence Flow wm l l l
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Tram-EPC
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Departure

Departure
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Figure 6. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 18.

Tram-PetriNet
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Place Car
on Track

Await
Driver

Call for
Driver

Check
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Level
Authorize

driver

Take Car
from
Track

Register
Departu

re

Figure 7. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 18.

Print Traffic
Card

Take Car 
from Stock

Await Driver Driver 
arrived?

yes

no

Call for Driver

Check Alcohol
Level Authorize Driver

Take Car from
Track

Register
Dparture

Place Car on
Track

Alcohol  
level OK?

yes

no

Wash Car

Figure 8. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 18.

Figure 9. An example of an equivalent model to the spreadsheet-based process description presented
in Table 18.

6.3. Additional Remarks

For correct interpretation, our spreadsheet-based representation requires at least two columns:
“Order” and “Activity”. Such a model will represent a simple workflow without swimlanes or gateways.
Other columns (“Condition”, “Who”, “Input”, “Output”) are optional. It is also possible to extend
the representation with custom columns, e.g., “Description” or “Comments”, which will be ignored,
unless additionally implemented.
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If the process description is shorter then the complete process, it can be parsed normally. However,
it will lack of the end event (unless there is an end event row). The order numbers do not have to be
complete. However, in the case of the gateway representation, it requires consecutive letters in the
“Order” column.

In our approach we use the “goto” statement, although in software developer environment,
the “goto” statement is considered as outdated or deprecated. However, recent studies [52] show
that even today in programming languages, “goto” is used in projects. But it is mostly limited to the
cases where it actually offers an improvement over the alternatives. The jump instruction such as
“goto” is a popular way of dealing with loops or skipping some steps in algorithms. Thus, it is used
in instructions or manuals [53]. It can take various forms, such as: go back to the step A, see the point B,
check page C, contact D. Moreover, models are not always designed in a proper (elegant) way, and “goto”
can handle such situations. In our case, the “goto” statement makes the process spreadsheet more
readable and easier to follow. Such representation is also smaller because it gets rid of steps duplication.
The possibility of extending the representation with other structures replacing the “goto” statement
should be a part of the future extensive evaluation on users.

7. Conclusions

We presented a concept of mapping process model elements in various notations into
a spreadsheet representation. In our solution, we proposed a convenient knowledge representation
which can serve as an interchange format for different modeling languages. The idea is supported
by the method to automate the generation of BPMN models based on a provided spreadsheet-based
representation. A significant advantage of our approach is the possibility to design process models
using a variety of spreadsheet editors. Since a process modeler does not need to explicitly declare flow
objects such as gateways, this approach does not require a high level of familiarity with any of the
existing process notation.

As future works, we plan to extend the method in terms of the support of advanced business
process diagrams and their elements. At the first stage, we would like to represent collaboration
between multiple pools, including message flows. In the next steps, we are planning to develop
a software tool to enable transformation of different process models into a spreadsheet which can serve
as an interchange format as well as be a base for process comparison [54] or validation [55].

In parallel to the extension of the technical capabilities, we plan to verify the applicability of
our approach on a group of users from different companies within the Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SME) sector. The results of such an analysis will show us the suitability of the method
for modeling different kinds of business processes and the efficiency of using spreadsheet editors as
modeling tools.
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